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Help! My dogHelp! My dog  
won't eat!won't eat!
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Make sure your dogs picky eating isn't due to a health issue

Sometimes dogs develop food sensitivities or allergies to 
foods that they used to love. If you just switched their 
usual food to a new brand, you might also have 
unintentionally provided them with a recipe they’re 
unable to digest well. As part of our advisory service we 
run intolerance and sensitivity tests on your dog so we 
can identify if there are any issues and fix them without 
the need for engthy elimiation diets.  
Additionally, other gastrointestinal and digestive 
disorders like colitis can cause dogs to suddenly stop 
eating. Colitis conditions can be anything from IBD, IBS, 
pancreatitis, parasites, and more.

Food Intolerances and Digestive Issues

Underlying Health 
Issues

https://www.thehonestkitchen.com/blog/colitis-and-gi-upset-in-dogs/
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Poor Dental Hygiene or Mouth-Related Pain
If your dog is experiencing tooth, gum, or any other mouth 
related soreness, he or she may also stop eating to avoid 
the pain.

This type of problem can result from an accident such as a 
dog chewing on a sharp object (think broken sticks or a 
jagged bone). It might also be something more serious
related to poor dental hygiene and disease that will need 
further treatment.

Regular cleanings, dogs chews or toys, and low sugar foods 
are a good place to start improving your dog’s overall mouth 
health.

Dental Issues or 
Mouth Pain

https://www.thehonestkitchen.com/blog/7-tips-for-keeping-your-dogs-teeth-sparkling-and-healthy/
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Changes of Environment or Increased Stress
Your dog might have stopped eating because he or she is 
stressed. We often don’t think about how the environment, or 
changes to it, impact our pet’s behavior, but one of the first 
things a stressor can impact is a dog’s eating habits.

If you’ve recently moved house, you’ve probably encountered 
this. All of the changes, from new walking paths, to your 
new work schedule might be making your dog feel unsettled. 

Establishing a routine and giving your pup time to adjust 
may solve the problem.

Stress or Anxiety 
Related Issues



12 tips to make your dog eat

Mix Foods Use Chicken Broth Cut the Scraps

If your pet is refusing to eat
something new, but still enjoys
his old food, try mixing the two
together for a few days. It’ll trick
him into eating the new stuff
by masking it with the old. It’s
also how you should normally
be transitioning dogs to a new
diet each time you make a
change.

Chicken broth makes everything
taste better. If your dog is being
fussy about his food, consider
adding a little low sodium
chicken broth over the top to
give it a little extra flavor.
Hopefully, this will encourage
your pet to eat and get them
used to the new taste in their
bowl.

Your pet’s reluctance to eat his
food might be entirely your fault.
If he’s used to being fed table
scraps then his palate likely
prefers food with a little added
flavour than what you’re going to
get from something at the pet
store. Stop feeding your pet from
the table.



12 tips to make your dog eat

Cut Back the Treats Keep Serving Until Your Dog Eats It
Your dog might not being
eating his new food because he
thinks he’ll just get his fill of
treats throughout the day. If
your pet is refusing his dinner
try withholding treats for a bit
so he can’t rely on them to
quench his hunger.

Sometimes you happen upon a pet that is just too stubborn for his own
good. He’ll refuse to eat no matter what you do. In that case, the only
way to curb this problem is the gentle starvation method. Begin by
placing your dog’s food down for 30 minutes. If he refuses to eat in that
time, take it back up. 

Wait until his next normally scheduled mealtime and put it down for 30
minutes again. If he doesn’t eat, take it back up. Eventually hunger will
win over and your dog will eat his food. If not, there’s probably a deeper
problem than just a picky pup, and you should head to the vet.



12 tips to make your dog eat

Buy Higher Quality Foods Rather Than Diet Foods Try Adding Dog Food Toppers

Sometimes your dog gets a little overweight or a lot overweight. It’s a
natural tendency to think that you should then buy them a diet dog food.
If your dogs are anything like ours, they can smell and taste the
difference. This often leads to them refusing to eat until they’re starving.

Over the long term, it’s best to try and find a food that is healthy for a
sustainable diet. Just like us, dieting is often a miserable experience for a
pet, and we do best finding a diet that is good for us. This will ensure your
dog has the right nutrients while allowing them to indulge in a treat
every now and again.

Your dog might just need a little incentive to
eat. Adding Toppers to their meals often
gives them some added flavour and makes
the food seem special.

A topper also gives you a number of options
to incentivise a dog to eat. You could try
adding fruits, vegetables, or yoghurt to
ensure the topper is both healthy and
delicious.



12 tips to make your dog eat

Buy Different Food Try Wet Food
Yep, sometimes it’s as easy as that. Your dog might not like
the food that you bought and needs you to buy different
food. It’s common for picky dogs to find some recipes bland
or uninteresting OR perhaps you’ve been giving them the
same food for far too long..

Experiment with smaller bags of different foods. Foods with
gamier meats, more similar to human-quality, or with higher
fat and sugar contents can often convince a dog to eat.

Can’t get your dog to touch dry food? Try introducing them to
wet food. This can suffice as a way to moisten their dry food as
we mentioned above with chicken broth.

But for the pickiest of dogs, you should try buying fully balanced,
wet dog food options. That doesn’t mean it has to be unhealthy,
canned foods.



12 tips to make your dog eat

Feed in a Safe Place Warm The Food (Helps It Smell More Appetizing)
If you regularly feed your dog in a busy place, such as the
kitchen while the family’s meals are being prepared, your
dog may not be able to concentrate on his food. Puppies
especially are easily distracted. It’s much better for your dog
to feed him in a quiet, safe place. 

If you have a crate for your dog, that can work. Place his food
in the back of his crate and have him eat there.

Your dog’s sense of smell is more important to him than his
sense of taste. Therefore, provide food that is warm as it will
smell better. 

Add some warm water or warm some of the ingredients or pop
it in the microwave for a few seconds. It shouldn’t be hot, just
warm.



12 tips to make your dog eat

Get Food Amounts Right And Exercise Regularly
If your pet is otherwise healthy, seems in high spirits, and has energy, try adjusting the amount of food
that your dog eats in a day. Fully grown dogs, and older dogs need fewer calories than puppies at
their peak of growing. Your dog might simply not need the food at the moment.

If your dog isn’t being exposed to regular exercise, getting them active for at least an hour a day via
walks or trips to the dog park can stimulate their appetites.

If you’ve recently moved into a smaller location that also doesn’t provide the space that a dog used to
have, he or she might also need less food because of their increase in naps and laying around waiting
for their next walk.
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